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Our vision is that the quality of leadership 
(individual and teams) matters. The quality of 
leadership is the defining principle to lead an 
organisation towards its goals balancing business 
growth, motivation, and engagement

We believe in the dividend of diversity and in an 
effective combination of leadership styles.

We live our social responsibility as conscious 
members of our society as reflected in our 
propositions.
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Our mission is to provide executive (fixed and 
interim) search and leadership advisory such as 
coaching, (temporarily) implementation leadership, 
development and assessment & evaluation solutions 
that enable our clients to consistently meet their 
business goals.

In The Netherlands we are 20 Partners with a passion 
for leadership development who all have some 20+ 
years senior leadership exposure in profit and non-
profit sectors. We are all proud of the scars we have in 
becoming leadership experts and love to share our 
experience with our clients creating better leaders 
achieving goals.

.

Our Mission and Vision



IDENT IF ICAT ION

▶ Int Executive Search & Interim Leadership

▶ Leadership & Team Assessment

▶ Onboarding

▶ Evaluation (non-Exec) Boards

▶ People Due Diligence (M&A) pre & post deal

DEVELOPMENT

▶ Individual & teamleaderschip coaching

▶ Board Mediation

▶ Leadership development guidance

▶ Leadershiptrails

▶ Temporary CxO transition leadership

OFFBOARDING

▶ Guidanced offboarding through our 'Friendly 

Leave’ 

▶ Career Development (‘Reversed Applying’)

o u r

p r o p o s i t i o n s

o u r

e x p e r t i s e
q We offer qualified and certified leadership 

coaching
q Friction is necessary, but can lead to a crisis. We 

take out the sting and guide necessary
measures.

q A trail is a leadership journey and provides new 
insights so that head, heart and hands are 
reconnected to create an effective foundation 
for effective personal and team leadership

q More than 20 year experience, with lasting impact

q Our Partners have themselves fulfilled CEO and/or sr 
leadership and supervisory roles; are investors and have 
been tried and tested in many sectors and organizational

and business cycles

q Our onboarding process ensures a statistically better and
lasting performance.

q We are qualified and certified assessors

q Our 'Friendly Leave' program prevents
reputation and costly damage as a result of a 
lengthy exit process for both employer and
employee

q Through our 'Reverse Applying' program we 
support executives to take control themselves in 
developing further career steps

Portfolio
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Executive Search

We do not only focus on the identification of candidates for an acceptable long list - however important - but 
we provide insight into risks and areas for development of the candidate, thereby minimizing the risk of an 
extremely expensive 'derailment' of the new candidate.

We even guarantee that.

We look for relevant and proven experience and knowledge, energy, and effectiveness. But also to the 
'drivers' and the 'bruises' from which more was learned than from the obvious successes that were achieved 
– often partly thanks to others. Our strong point is that we have held leadership positions ourselves and are 
able to test candidates well from this perspective, among other things.

When establishing a profile, there is a risk that 'a sheep with five legs' is described. After all, a vacancy offers 
a tempting opportunity to draw up an ideal profile. We discuss what the real 'must-haves' (hard 
requirements) and the 'nice-to-haves' (soft requirements) should be. Together with you, we make the trade-
off between the necessary knowledge and skills to draw up the right profile. 



Transition Executives

As CxO, or as CRO (Chief Restructuring Officer), our Associates steer by strongly focusing on value creation and the 

reduction of complexity, working on the dividing line between strategy, operations and finance.

In addition to their solid experience with restructuring and financing issues, strategic business planning, mergers and 

acquisitions as well as divestments, they are strongly focused on operational excellence and the redesign and 

simplification of the (primary) business processes. They are also able to commercially translate and use strategic 

propositions based on the DNA of a company, based on the wishes of our client's customers.

With their proven track record, they are able to quickly create trust, involvement and support through collaboration and 

connecting leadership and they know how to inspire and empower people.

• Temporary leadership for implementation of transitions with lasting impact.

• Expertise in (interim) leadership by experienced transition experts at the intersection of strategy, operations and 
finance.

• Both in (accelerated) growth situations and for yield improvements, restructuring, integration and in case of crisis 
management.

• Transition and implementation expertise by enterprising interim industry experts.



Assessment and Development

We are ‘HOGAN Certified’

The Hogan Assessment methodology is used in 56 countries to measure, develop and predict leadership potential and 

behavior. More than half of Fortune 500 organizations work with this proven methodology, which provides a solid 

benchmark. We have more than 20 years of experience with the application, interpretation and explanation of the 

results of this diverse assessment and benchmark based on scientifically substantiated techniques. For both the 

company/institution and the candidate, it provides a strong insight into risks and competencies to be developed.

We do not use the Hogan Assessment methodology as a selection assessment but as a leadership development tool.

However outstanding someone may be, success in a previous context doesn’t guarantee success in the next position. 

That is why we recommend onboarding every newly hired executive. The Hogan method provides a lot of datapoints in 

this phase and that is why, with the right onboarding, risks and development can be tackled in a more targeted manner.

Any idea of the cost of a wring hire …?



Diversity and Inclusion

We believe in the proven return of diversity.

But also in the soft hand of enforcing diversity. TheLeadershipAdvisory is therefore a signatory to the 
Executive Search Code 'Talent to the Top'.

The Talent to the Top Charter was established in 2007 at the initiative of the Ministries of Economic Affairs 
and Education, Culture and Science, and VNO NCW and the SER.

The aim of the Charter Talent to the Top is a higher intake, promotion and retention of female talent in top 
positions. Participation in the charter is voluntary, but not without obligation for us as a Charter signatory. 
We commit ourselves to clearly measurable objectives which are monitored by the independent Monitoring 
Talent to the Top Committee.

“The Charter helps to establish the right focus and activate the right dialogue.” (Schiphol 
Group)

“The Charter works because it keeps you on your toes as a company. The monitor report 
provides us with an annual overview of our progress towards our own targets and the 
sector. And concrete and useful analyzes and indications for development and 
improvement.” (MSD)

“PostNL is convinced of the added value of diversity and inclusion. By signing the Charter, 
we have expressed a clear commitment. In addition, it provides a valuable network for 
useful experiences and insights from companies.”(PostNL)

“What gets measured gets done!” (PwC)



Onboarding

Research shows that a large part of externally appointed leadership does 
not meet expectations or insufficiently meets expectations after 18 
months.

How costly is this risk? 

Not even expressed in money but mainly in lost time, energy, hassle and 
internal and external loss of reputation.

We have the programs and the experts to 'Onboard'.

Onboarding begins where the introduction ends.



Self-evaluation Non-Exec Board

• the self-evaluation process may be experienced as a 'mandatory process' that the non-Exec Board has to go 
through every now and then according to governance principles;

• the results are often not very surprising and in the feedback you will recognize a lot of what you already knew;

• looking back now, not much has been done with previous outcomes - but it can be shown that the self-
evaluation has been carried out;

• you wonder whether there could be a more effective way to do it as some persistent issues were perhaps not 
discussed sufficiently enough;

• the strength of the evaluation lies not so much in just asking questions (on-line or not) or in the method of 
how this is done. It is more who asks the question and the style and depth of the evaluation;

• We may have a well thought-out and proven effective process for this, but even that does not make the real 
difference.

The difference is made by the leadership experience of our people.



Internationaal

AMSTERDAM Buenos Aires Frankfurt Lisbon Mumbai São Paulo Warsaw
Bangalore Chennai Helsinki London New York Shanghai Zurich
Bangkok Chicago Hong Kong Madrid Oslo Singapore
Barcelona Copenhagen Istanbul Mexico City Paris Stavanger
Bogotá Delhi NCR Johannesburg Miami Prague Stockholm
Boston Dubai Kiev Milan Riyadh Tokyo
Brussels Düsseldorf Lima Montreal Santiago Toronto



Hans is co-founder of TheLeadershipAdvisory and focuses on Executive Search, Leadership 
Development, PeopleDueDilligence and career coaching.

Hans was previously Managing Partner of the Dutch branch of Korn/Ferry and together with 
a colleague also led the European Advanced Technology practice. He then bought and 
expanded Maes & Lunau and, after being a Managing Partner and owner for 10 years, sold 
it. Hans has worked for almost 20 years for various sectors in executive search and 
leadership development and is founder/owner of TheLeadershipAdvisory. Previously, he was 
CEO Business Market of KPN N.V. with responsibility for around 3,200 employees, where a 
major transition took place under his leadership. Previously, at KPN, he was a member of the 
Management Team of the organization that served large international customers and was 
responsible for, among others, the Public Sector, Healthcare, Professional Services, Media 
and Energy. He was also General Manager of a KPN Region and CEO of a joint venture with 
Getronics that acquired the largest commercial contract in KPN's history. He was also 
previously a member of the Supervisory Board of another KPN joint venture.

Hans studied Economics  and Computer Science (Columbia University). Hans was a member 
and chairman of a Supervisory Board of an investment company for 8 years. He is Member 
of the Supervisory Board of Amsterdam Sinfonietta, Chairman of the Friends of Amsterdam 
Sinfonietta and owner-founder of a successful (FinTech) insurance company (Mercury Trade 
Credit) and board member of the ‘Welmoede’ Foundation to fight poverty in the 
Netherlands.

Hans is HOGAN certified

Executive Search, Assessment,
Coaching, Evaluation Non-Exec Board
Hans Langeveld



Jos is co-founder of TheLeadershipAdvisory and focuses on Interim Search, Evaluation 
Non-Exec Board and Counselling and career coaching.

Jos studied business economics at the Erasmus University in Rotterdam with a specialization 
in Marketing and participated in the MBA program of Michigan State University (USA). Jos 
subsequently held various commercial and general management positions at Royal Shell 
Group in the Metals and Chemicals sector.

He then held two management positions at Koninklijke Pakhoed N.V (now Vopak). In 1999 
he became vice president and managing director of Ryder Europe (truck leasing and logistics 
services).

Finally, he was a partner at the Boer & Croon group, where he was also a board member. His 
practice was executive interim management and counseling in the higher segment for the 
Energy sector and the Manufacturing industry)

Previously member of the Advisory Board of New Venture, an initiative of the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs, among others, to stimulate innovative entrepreneurship.

Previously, he was an advisor to Barcode for Life (cancer research) and a member of the 
Supervisory Board of Executive Interim Management (EIM) in Switzerland. He was also a 
member of the Supervisory Board of Koninklijke Smit Groep.

Jos has a lot of experience in reducing complex issues to the core in a pleasant yet sharp 
way. Always thinks in solutions with a pragmatic and people-oriented approach.

Interim Search, Evaluation 
Non-Exec Board
Jos Hessels



Alice is Partner of TheLeadershipAdvisory. 

Since 2018, she has been responsible at TheLeadershipAdvisory for the onboarding and 
coaching of leadership, team coaching and development and the guidance of, among other 
things, leadership during change processes, evaluations and reorganisations. Alice works 
with a wide spectrum of executives and teams within many different companies and 
organizations.

Alice has worked in the corporate and non-profit sector for 35 years and gained a lot of 
experience in leading complex organizations. She has been very successful in her work, but 
initiatives have also not come to fruition. She is lauded, but she has also suffered a lot of 
bruises and learned a lot from them. She knows from experience how difficult it is to find 
commonality at the level of ambition within an organization (part) and to realize this 
(personally and as a group).

Alice was previously responsible for the management of more than 12,000 FTE cabin crew 
and 440 FTE ground staff and was ultimately responsible for the quality of service on board 
all KLM aircraft. She then became Director of Operations and Director of Care at the 
Academic Center for Dentistry Amsterdam (ACTA) and was therefore ultimately responsible 
for the operational management and quality of patient care. Directly managing 550 FTE 
employees. Before she became a Partner of TheLeadershipAdvisory, she was Chief Human 
Resources Management (CHRO) of KPN and therefore ultimately responsible for the quality 
of the personnel policy for KPN, its subsidiaries and partners.

Onboarding, Coaching,
Transition and Implementation 
Consulting: 
Alice Stäbler 



Mariëlle is Partner of the TheLeadershipAdvisory. 

Mariëlle has built up her experience in more than 20 years in internationally operating 
organizations, both listed and private equity, in the Netherlands and abroad. She has 
become familiar with various sectors, including retail, business and professional services, 
healthcare and the chemical industry.

Mariëlle worked, among other things, as Director of HR as a member of the Board of 
Directors of HEMA (retail). We all know the dynamics of this from the newspapers, but 
internally it was at least as dynamic. Before that, she was globally responsible for HR at 
Randstad (€20 billion turnover) and before that she worked for GE (Healthcare Life Sciences) 
in the Netherlands and the UK, among others.

Mariëlle is active as a supervisor (including the RAI, MSD) and as a trusted advisor in the 
field of leadership, culture and organizational development. She is a board member of Talent 
to the Top. She has experience in searching for supervisors in the healthcare sector.

Mariëlle is also effective in supporting director-owners, CEOs and entrepreneurs in shaping 
strategy and determining what this means for the human capital within the organization.

Mariëlle explicitly looks at leadership and (team) dynamics within the organization and what 
is needed to empower people and teams so that change and transformation are anchored 
and secured in the organization as much as possible. Mariëlle brings a great deal of sobriety 
and a good dose of humour.

Mariëlle likes to travel, likes sports, likes to read and is an enthusiastic amateur chef.

Search, Coaching en begeleiding 
Toezicht

Mariëlle de Macker



Frits is Associate Partner of the TheLeadershipAdvisory. 

Frits is an experienced career professional and has extensive experience with executive search as a 
Partner; executive coaching and career development of Rabobank.

After the sale of his 150-year-old family business, he worked for Hay-Korn/Ferry and Mercer, among 
others, and gained extensive experience in leadership mediation and assessment.

At Rabobank Group, he further applied this knowledge and experience and directed the hiring and 
appointment processes of the Top 250 executives. Within Rabobank he was also responsible for the 
coordination and implementation of Offboarding and Outplacement of these top 250 executives.

Frits guided and advised dozens of executives at their crucial moments of transition with great skill 
and with keen insight into the different phases of their career development, as well as personal 
development. Frits does this at TheLeadershipAdvisory in an empathetic way and with a lot of 
sobriety, humor and above all constructively confrontational.

Frits is a good listener who, based on his relevant experience with career development and 
transition, asks the right questions and therefore effectively guides executives in formulating their 
potential and ambitions. In this way Frits helps to identify clearly in which environment they come 
into their own, but especially where they do or do not fit with the position they now fulfill or aspire 
to.

Frits likes to be on stage with his bass guitar and can rightly be called music mad. He also likes to 
read a lot about psychology and philosophy and is a loyal FC Twente fan. As a former student of 
Atlantic College in Wales, he is an enthusiastic volunteer for United World Colleges and has played 
an active unifying role for decades in the large international network that he developed at a young 
age.

Executive Search and 
Career Development :
Frits van Wezel



Dorothé is Associate Partner of TheLeadershipAdvisory. 

Dorothé searches for, advises and assists directors, supervisory directors and supervisors. She 
also focuses on self-evaluations, individual coaching and supervision of cooperation and 
merger processes. Clients, including housing associations, care organizations and companies, 
appreciate her expertise, her careful conduct and the right interventions at the right times.

Dorothé bases her working methods on years of experience as a director and interim manager 
in the education and care sector. As a business administrator, graduated from Radboud 
University in Nijmegen and because of her Human Resources background, she mainly focuses 
on organizational development and managerial issues. With her innovative strength and her 
clear analyses, she brings focus and supports organizations in strategy development and she 
carries out leadership programs, such as recently at a number of organizations in the business 
world.

Dorothé likes to work closely with the client in her approach. She feels involved in the 
organizations she supervises and can fully enjoy the sustainable results achieved by the people 
in the organization.
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Executive Search and
Implementation Consulting: 

Dorothé Lamers



Lars  is Associate Partner of the TheLeadershipAdvisory. 

Lars van Tuin (1963) obtained his PhD in psychology from Utrecht University (2021) on research 
into leadership, purposefulness, values and motivation

He previously graduated cum laude in political science from the University of Amsterdam 
(1992) and specialized in political theory, morality and community. He has completed
postgraduate programs at Ashridge College (UK, 1998) and IMD (Lausanne, CH, 2001). He is 
certified as a Professional Certified Coach (PCC, 2008) by the International Coach Federation
(ICF) and Newfield Certified Ontological Coach (NCOC, 2008) at Newfield Network (USA).

Lars van Tuin is an executive coach and researcher. He works with leaders to develop a work
culture where performance excellence meets personal growth and development. Promoting 
well-being and motivation are central to his work.

The ingredients Lars works with in coaching and leadership development are leadership, 
purpose, values and meeting basic psychological needs.

Lars does this through lectures, motivation workshops, one-on-one coaching, team retreats, 
training courses and complete leadership development programs. He works evidence-based
and also supports organizations with scientific research into the effects of interventions.

As a coach, he has experience in various organizations and industries, including Automotive, 
Financial Services, Oil & Gas, Telecommunications, Home Appliances, Pharma and Retail.

He was a mentor and program coach at the leading American-Chilean coaching school 
Newfield Network (Co, USA) and worked in their programs in Asia, Europe, South Africa and
the USA. He was also a coach and guest lecturer in the Global Leadership Program at 
International Christian University (ICU), Tokyo, Japan.
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Organizational and Team 
Leadership Development and 
Coaching
Lars van Tuin, PhD



Monique is Associate Partner van TheLeadershipAdvisory. 

After a successful international career at Royal KLM, where she managed a global 
business unit and was part of the board of KLM Cargo, Monique Gerrits made the 
transition to Odgers & Berndtson, one of the largest leadership and executive 
search agencies worldwide.

As an equity partner, she has gained a lot of experience in national and 
international assessments over the past 20 years. She is certified in Hogan and has 
advised boards of directors and supervisory boards.

With her coaching but also direct style of advice, she helps senior executives gain a 
better understanding of their own leadership style. In this way, the obstacles in their 
career become much clearer, so that a sharper insight is obtained into their career 
perspective.

Monique is HOGAN certified.

Assessment:
Monique Gerrits



info@theleadershipadvisory.com

020 723 3641
www.TheLeadershipAdvisory.com

Amstelveen

The Garden
Stroombaan 10
1181 VX Amstelveen
The Netherlands

Wassenaar

Kasteel de Wittenburg
Landgoed de Wittenburg 1
2244 BV Wassenaar
The Netherlands

Hans Langeveld 
Hans@TheLeadershipAdvisory.com

Jos Hessels 
Jos@TheLeadershipAdvisory.com
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